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Abstract
Formal insurance is increasingly offered to incompletely insured low-income farmers in developing countries. This leads to concerns about the complementarity or
substitution of formal insurance and informal risk-sharing especially when transfers
in informal risk-sharing arrangements may be the result of a variety of transfer motives
such as self-interest, inequality aversion or punishment of perceived unfair behavior.
I investigate, through applying social preference models, how shocks and insurance
decisions influence motives for farmers to make monetary transfers to peers (recipient
farmers) from pre-existing informal risk-sharing arrangements. I conduct one-shot,
two-person artefactual field experiments with 1527 farmers from 16 different preexisting informal risk-sharing arrangements, Iddir, in rural Ethiopia. It is hypothesized that, despite the games’ one-shot setting, farmers make transfers to reduce
ex-post inequality in outcomes caused by shocks but that they significantly reduce
these transfers, as way of punishment, if decisions by peers are perceived as unfair.
My experiments show that more than 92% of farmers do not transfer according to
pure self-interest. 37% of transfer behavior can be explained by either distributional
or reciprocal-fairness preferences where farmers make transfer decisions to reduce expost inequality in outcomes caused by shocks to the other farmers’ income. If shocks
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are preceded by insurance decisions farmers are significantly more likely to punish
others, by reducing transfers, when they refrain from accepting insurance, especially
when the insurance that is offered is indemnity insurance and when farmers who
are making transfer decisions are more risk averse. Farmers are significantly more
likely to make transfers based on self-interested preferences when the recipient farmers receive an offer to take up index insurance and transfers based on distributional
and reciprocal-fairness preferences are less likely. However, the application of social
preferences is still substantial for index insurance.
Keywords: Social preferences, Transfer Motives, Formal Insurance, Ethiopia, Informal risksharing
JEL classification: C93 D03 D81 O17
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Introduction

The lack of formal insurance markets in many developing countries does not mean that
low-income farmers are uninsured. There is a large literature which demonstrates the
prevalence of informal risk-sharing among low-income households (f.e. Fafchamps and
Lund, 2003; Fafchamps and Gubert, 2007; Attanasio, Barr, Cardenas, Genicot, and
Meghir, 2012). However, empirical evidence also shows that informal risk-sharing does
not provide full insurance against shocks (Deaton, 1992; Townsend, 1994; Udry, 1994).
Several authors have attempted to explain this failure to achieve the first-best allocation
by developing models of incomplete insurance as a consequence of limited commitment
and imperfect information within informal risk-sharing arrangements or the aggregate
nature of shocks affecting all members of informal risk-sharing arrangements equally, limiting their ability to insure each other (Coate and Ravallion, 1993; Townsend, 1994; Foster
and Rosenzweig, 2001; Ligon et al., 2002; Barr and Genicot, 2008).
Incomplete insurance has serious consequences for households’ current consumption
and future welfare, especially for low-income, rain-fed farmers in many developing countries in the world. In anticipation of shocks farmers may forego opportunities to invest
in higher risk but higher return production technologies (Rosenzweig and Binswanger,
1993; Carter and Barrett, 2006). Ex-post, shocks cause serious losses in consumption,
often with severe consequences for long-term welfare due to forced sale of productive assets (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1993) or negative consequences for health and education
(Jacoby and Skoufias, 1997).
Despite the potential of formal insurance to overcome the negative consequences of
risk it has been proven difficult to create sustainable markets for agricultural insurance.
Asymmetric information problems, such as moral hazard, adverse selection and costly
state-verification have prevented the development of traditional indemnity agriculture insurance markets. Recently index insurance is increasingly offered to incompletely insured
low-income farmers. Index insurance provides pay-outs based on independently verifiable
indices (such as rainfall measures) and can overcome some of the asymmetric information
problems and high transaction costs inherent in indemnity insurance.
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The provision of formal insurance in developing countries is motivated by the additional protection it can provide against shocks. However, it also leads to concerns about
the complementarity or substitution of formal insurance and informal risk-sharing. Traditional results show that an increase in risk coverage from indemnity insurance will reduce
the optimal level of informal risk-sharing and vice versa (Arnott and Stiglitz, 1991; Attanasio and Rios-Rull, 2000, Albaran and Attanasio, 2003). Recently, index insurance
has been increasingly offered in developing countries. Index insurance provides claim
payments based on an index, such as rainfall measures, which is imperfectly correlated
with actual losses. Theoretical results show that index insurance and informal risk-sharing
are complements to the extent that index insurance provides protection against the indexed components of a shock while idiosyncratic components can be insured through
informal risk-sharing (Mobarak and Rosenzweig, 2012, Dercon et al. 2014). These theoretical results are, however, based on models of reciprocity in which individuals are
assumed to be self-interested. Transfers in informal risk-sharing arrangements are then
motivated by self-interested preferences over future income which is subject to shocks
at which point in time it is assumed that transfers will be reciprocated (so-called weak
reciprocity). These purely self-interested motives for transfers in informal risk-sharing arrangements can be questioned because recent empirical work suggests that transfers are
often motivated by underlying social preferences such as distributional preferences that
rely on outcomes (e.g. inequality aversion, difference aversion, competitive preferences)
or reciprocal-fairness preferences which depend on fair or unfair behavior of other agents
(e.g. punishment and reward) (Ligon and Schechter, 2012; Mueller, 2012; Lin, Liu and
Meng, 2012).
If social preferences drive transfers in informal risk-sharing arrangements this may
challenge theoretical results about the complementarity and substitution of formal insurance and informal risk-sharing. Firstly, distributional preferences may increase the risk
coverage provided by informal transfers thereby reducing optimal demand for indemnity
insurance (Lin, Liu and Meng, 2012; Dercon et al., 2014). Secondly, when indemnity
insurance insurance is offered distributional preferences may change incentives to remain
in informal risk-sharing arrangements because the disutility of punishment is increased
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because subjects care about other individuals’ welfare (Foster and Rosenzweig, 2002; Lin,
Liu and Meng, 2012). Reciprocal-fairness preferences reflected in transfers may occur
when subjects use transfers in informal risk-sharing arrangements to punish or reward
decisions of peers to purchase or refrain from purchasing insurance. This is especially
important when demand for insurance is low and heterogenous and it is not immediately
obvious if insurance purchase is considered desirable (Banerjee et al., 2014; Cole et al.,
2014).
In this paper I apply social preference models to investigate how shocks, insurance
decisions and membership of pre-existing informal risk-sharing groups, Iddir, in rural
Ethiopia influence motives for farmers to make monetary transfers to other farmers. I
conduct one-shot, two-person artefactual field experiments with 768 farmers in 384 twoperson groups from 16 pre-existing informal risk-sharing groups and 768 farmers in 384
two-person groups who are not from the same pre-existing risk-sharing group. The two
person groups are formed by randomly selecting two farmers in each session to play together. Farmers are randomly assigned to be either a farmer who makes transfer decisions
(farmer i) or a farmer who experiences shocks to their income (farmer j). In the experiments there are four different treatments. In the benchmark treatment (T1) j is randomly
selected to receive an idiosyncratic shock to their income. Before learning about the realization of the shock the other subject (i) is asked to make a strategic transfer decision
to j in case a shock to j’s income is realized. In the indemnity insurance treatment (T2),
before the realization of the shock, j receives an indemnity insurance offer which she can
privately decide to accept or reject. Before the realization of the shock to j’s income i
is asked to make a strategic conditional transfer decision to j. The specific conditions
are 1. j accepted insurance and experienced a shock and 2. j denied insurance and experienced a shock. The index insurance treatment (T3) is similar except for the fact
that the insurance offered to j does not protect j against a shock to their income but
against an index which is imperfectly correlated with j’s income. In the formal insurance
treatment (T4) subject j receives a private offer of either no insurance (T4.1), indemnity
insurance (T4.2) or index insurance (T4.3). The private offer is randomly drawn. Before
receiving information about the offer and about the realization of the shock i makes a
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strategic conditional transfer decision for T4.1, T4.2 and T4.3. Treatment 4 allows for
within subject comparison. The actual transfer decisions and pay-outs are implemented
based on the strategic decision made by i, the actual insurance decision made by j and
the actual realization of the shock after the games are completed. After the risk-transfer
experiments all farmers are asked to participate in ordered lotteries (Binswanger) and
Multi Price List experiments to estimate their risk preferences.
It is firstly hypothesized that, despite the games’ one-shot setting, farmers make transfers to reduce ex-post inequality in outcomes caused by shocks but that they significantly
reduce these transfers, as way of punishment, if decisions by peers are perceived as unfair. It is further hypothesized that if farmer i is risk averse over own outcomes and has
reciprocal-fairness preferences she will always punish j for not taking indemnity insurance
because indemnity insurance reduces variance of outcomes. However, index insurance
increases the expected variance of outcomes because it carries upside and downside basis
risk and therefore it is less obvious if farmer i will punish or not punish j for not taking
index insurance. Finally it is hypothesized that significantly fewer farmers make transfers
based on distributional and reciprocal-fairness preferences if they are making transfers to
recipients who are not from their own pre-existing risk-sharing group. My results show
that more than 92% of farmers do not transfer according to pure self-interest. 37% of
transfer behavior can be explained by social preferences out of which the largest part
punishes farmer js decision. In a majority of cases I punishes j for not taking insurance, which is more likely for indemnity insurance and especially when farmer i is less
risk averse. However, in some cases i punishes j for not taking indemnity insurance (not
for index insurance) and this predominantly happens when farmer j is from the same
pre-existing network.
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2

Experimental Design

In this section I will describe the sample, the risk-transfer experiments and the risk
elicitation experiments. The experiments took part in sessions with 24 farmers who were
seated in private portable cubicles for a maximum period of three hours. During the
recruitment phase farmers were informed that they were eligible to participate in an
experiment in which they would be asked to play two games, the risk-transfer game and
the risk elicitation game, and participate in a survey. They were informed that in the
first game they would be randomly assigned to be either farmer i or farmer j and that
they would be randomly matched with another farmer, either from their own or another
iddir, to form a pair of (i, j). They were also informed that in the second game they
would be asked to make individual decisions between risky or safe lotteries. They were
informed that they would receive a base-payment of 50 Ethiopian Birr (ETB, 2.5 USD)
irrespective of the outcomes of their own or other farmers decisions in the games. They
were also informed that they would be able to win an additional 0 110 ETB depending
on the decisions they and others would make in the games. They were told that the
additional payment would be based on the outcome in either the first or the second game,
based on a random draw at the end of the session. Subjects were also informed that the
total participation time including the two games, the survey and the payment would not
be more than three hours. The incentives in the games reflect a daily wage for unskilled
labour, which ranges between 50 and 150 ETB during the timing of the experiments.

2.1

Sample

To investigate the effect of membership of the same pre-existing risk-sharing group on
farmer i’s transfer decisions half of the sample consists of two-person groups which are
composed of two members from the same informal risk-sharing group (sub-sample 1). The
other half of our sample consists of two-person groups with two members from a different
informal risk-sharing group (sub-sample 2). To create this sample the games were played
with 1152 Ethiopian farmers from 16 pre-existing informal risk-sharing groups, Iddir and
384 farmers who were not members of these 16 groups.
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of the 1152 farmers were assigned

to be farmer i and

1
3

were assigned to be farmer j while all 384 farmers were assigned to be

farmer j. Farmers i were then randomly assigned to farmers j leading to 384 two-person
groups from consisting of members from the same pre-exisiting risk-sharing group and
384 two-person groups consisting of members from a different risk-sharing group.
The 16 iddir were selected from 7 villages from 3 administrative regions in Tigray,
one of the Northern provinces of Ethiopia and comprised between 100 and 200 farmers.
Villages were randomly selected from a list of villages per administrative region in Tigray
which had a minimum of six iddir per village to prevent farmers’ i from having specific
information about recipients in case they are teamed up with someone from a different
risk-sharing group. Per randomly selected iddir 3 sessions were played with 24 farmers
from that iddir in each session, covering 72 farmers per iddir. Per session 16 farmers were
anonymously teamed up with a farmer from their own iddir and 8 farmers were teamed
up with a farmer who was not from their iddir. Before the start of the game farmers were
assigned to be either farmer i or farmer j and they were informed if they were teamed up
with someone from their own iddir or from a different iddir. However, the identity of the
farmer was not revealed and farmers remained anonymous during and after the game.

2.2

The risk-transfer treatments

Farmer i and j have initial wealth 0 ETB. Farmer i earns income of 100 ETB with certainty.
Farmer js income is subject to a shock {Sj = 0, 1} with binary loss leading farmer j’s
income to take values {28, 100}. The probability of loss to j’s income is determined by
the realization of a first-stage shock {Aj = 0, 1} in period t=1. The first-stage shock A
takes a value of 1 with probability 1/4 and value of 0 with probability 3/4. The state of
A determines the probability of the state-dependent shock to j’s income, Sj . In period
t=2 the loss to j’s income is realized. If A=0 the probability of loss to j’s income is 1/3
and provides income of 28 ETB and the probability of no loss is 2/3 and provides income
of 100 ETB. If A=1 the probability of loss is 2/3 and provides income of 28 ETB and the
probability of no loss is 1/3 and provides income of 100 ETB. The shocks, probabilities
and payoffs when farmers are in autarky for both farmer i, xi and farmer j, xj are given
in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Payoffs when farmers are in autarky

The games were explained to farmers by making reference to agricultural production.
The realization of the first-stage shock was explained in terms of local weather conditions.
In the game this was simulated by a draw from an envelope which contained four tokens,
three blue ones, representing rainfall and one yellow one representing no rainfall. Losses
to income were explained in terms of crop losses. The conditional probabilities of losses
to income were simulated by two different colored dice, a red dice and a white dice with
different probabilities of idiosyncratic loss simulated the conditionality on the aggregate
shock. In case a blue token was drawn (A=0) farmers would play the red dice (p=1/3)
which had four blue sides, representing a no loss to income (100 ETB), and two yellow
sides, representing loss to income (28 ETB). In case a yellow token was drawn (A=1)
farmers would play the white dice (p=2/3) which had two blue sides and four yellow
sides. Before starting the actual game farmers received a central explanation and an
individual explanation by their enumerator with a schematic representation of the game
tree (see Figure 2) which was used to show farmers realization of shocks and payoffs in
the game. Before actual play farmers answered 10 questions about the game to test for
their understanding.
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Figure 2: Game tree explained to farmers

2.2.1

The benchmark risk transfer treatment

In the benchmark treatment, farmer i makes a strategic transfer decision, after the realization of the first-stage shock but before the realization of loss to j’s income, to farmer
i. In period t=3, after the shocks are realized, the actual transfer τi from i to j is implemented leading to an income of 28 + τi for farmer j and income of 100 − τi for farmer i.
The game tree is presented in figure 3.

2.2.2

The indemnity insurance treatment

In the indemnity insurance treatment, before the realization of the first-stage shock,
farmer j receives, in private, an offer to take up actuarially fair indemnity insurance at
t=0 with premium mIm = 5/12 ∗ PIm where mIm is 30 ETB and PIm in case Sj = 1 of
72 ETB. The indemnity insurance reduces the variance of the idiosyncratic loss (p=5/12)
to farmer j. The premium and insurance payout are chosen to provide full insurance
implying smooth income over different states of the world. The endowment is chosen
such that subjects with the insurance treatment have the same non-insurance income
as subjects in the benchmark treatment if they choose not to take up insurance. The
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Figure 3: T1: Benchmark risk-transfer treatment

endowment provided reflects the insurance premium of 30 ETB. Care was taken to explain
to farmers that in case they chose to take up insurance the premium would be deducted
from their income in the game while if they chose not to take up the insurance the
premium would not be deducted. Farmers js insurance decisions were made privately.
After the realization of the first-stage shock and farmer is reception of income, before
Sj is realized and without knowing j’s insurance decision farmer i is asked to make a
conditional strategic decision about risk transfers for the case where farmer j experiences
a loss and decided to take insurance and for the case where farmer j experiences a loss
and decided not to take insurance. After the realization of the loss to j’s income actual
transfers are made based on the actual insurance decision by j, the relevant strategic
decision by i and the actual realization of the shock to j’s income. The game tree for the
indemnity insurance treatment is presented in figure 4.

2.2.3

The index insurance treatment

In the index insurance treatment, before the realization of the first-stage shock, farmer
j receives, in private, an offer to take up actuarially fair index insurance at t=0 with
premium mIx = 1/4 ∗ PIx where mIx is 18 ETB and the claim payment PIm in case
Aj = 1 of 72 ETB. The imperfect correlation of the index with actual losses implies
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Figure 4: T2: Indemnity insurance offer to farmer j

that in the case where there is no first-stage shock but farmer j has paid the insurance
premium (-18 ETB) and experiences a loss to income (28 ETB) she is worse off (10
ETB) than she would have been in case she would have not purchased the insurance (28
ETB). This state is called downside basis risk and occurs with a probability of 3/12.
There is however also a probability that there is a first-stage shock and farmer j has paid
the insurance premium (-18ETB) and experiences no loss to income (100 ETB) but still
receives the claim payment. In that case she is better off than she would have been if
she had not purchased the insurance (154 ETB). This state is called upside basis risk and
occurs with a probability of 1/12. The index insurance increased the expected variance
of the idiosyncratic loss to farmer j. The game tree for the index insurance treatment is
presented in figure 5.

2.2.4

The within-subject comparison treatment

In the fourth treatment, the combined treatment, before the realization of the first-stage
shock, farmers j receive a private lottery which randomly assigns them to receive either
no insurance offer (T4.1), an ’indemnity insurance offer (T4.2) or an index insurance offer
12

Figure 5: T3: Index insurance offer to farmer j

(T4.3). Farmers j at t=0 in case of T4.2 or T4.3 decide, in private, if they want to accept
or reject the offer. Farmers i, when asked the conditional strategic transfer decisions are
asked to indicate how much they want to transfer to j, conditional on j experiencing a
shock, under 5 conditions: 1. j was not offered insurance, 2. j accepted the indemnity
insurance offer; 3. j rejected the indemnity insurance offer; 4. j accepted the index
insurance offer; 5. j rejected the index insurance offer. The payoffs are determined based
on j’s actual draw and decision, the realization of the shock and the relevant conditional
strategic transfer decision by i.
mIx , mIm , PIx , and PIm have been chosen so that the expected pay-offs for j, when i
makes the strategic transfer decision, are the same to prevent wealth effects from affecting
a comparison between transfers in the indemnity and index insurance treatment.

2.3

Risk preference elicitation

Risk preferences are elicited by means of different multiple price lists (MPL) and an
ordered lottery selection (Binswanger). In the Multiple Price Lists (MPL) respondents
repeatedly choose between a prospect and a safe amount where the value of the safe
13

amount increases. Respondents take multiple decisions within six price lists. The price
lists differ in terms of probabilities (25%, 50% and 75%) but the probability is fixed within
each price list. The switching point in each MPL determines the certainty equivalent (CE)
of the subject. In the ordered lottery selection risk preferences are elicited by letting
subject choose one out of six different prospects. The lotteries differ in terms of average
payoffs and the variance around the payoffs and the choice of the lottery determines the
level of risk aversion. Over the lotteries, the probability of winning is fixed at 50%.

3

Conceptual framework

In this section I will describe the transfer strategy for player i assuming a range of preferences: 1. Self-interested preferences; 2. Distributional preferences that are defined over
the equitable allocation of payoffs (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000
and Charness and Rabin, 2000); 3. Reciprocal-fairness preferences which depend on the
perception of fair or unfair behavior of other agents and is often called strong reciprocity
(Rabin, 1993; Segal and Sobel, 2004; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk and Fischbacher, 2006). It is important to note that it is not the expectation of future material
benefits that drives this type of preferences but the rewarding or punishment of perceived
fair or unfair behavior.

3.1

Transfer decisions motivated by social preferences

I investigate transfer motives based on a simple conceptual model of social preferences
in two-person games based on Charness and Rabin (2002)’s social preference model. Let
i, j denote two individuals in a two-person group and x = (xi , xj ) denote an allocation
of wealth out of some set X of feasible allocations. Xi is the monetary payoff of person
i. The self-interest hypothesis states that the utility of individual i only depends on xi .
Individual i has social preferences if for any given xi person i’s utility is affected by variations of xj , where i 6= j. Let’s assume i’s preferences are given by:

Ui (xj , xi ) = (ρ · r + θ · q) · xj + (1 − ρ · r − θ · q) · xi
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(1)

where
r = 1 if xi > xj , and r = 0 otherwise;
q = −1 if, in i’s perception, j has misbehaved, and q = 0 otherwise

This formulation states that i’s utility is a weighted sum of her own material payoff
and j’s material payoff, where the weight i places on j’s payoff is a result of i’s distributional preferences and i’s reciprocal-fairness preferences resulting from j’s behavior. The
parameter ρ captures all possible distributional preferences in the experiment because in
all treatment variations xi ≥ xj . This implies that competitive preferences as explanation for i’s behavior are irrelevant and difference or inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt,
1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000) and social-welfare preferences (Yaari and Bar Hillel,
1984; Andreoni and Miller, 2002) result in the same level of positive transfers from i to j
to increase xj .
The parameter θ models reciprocal-fairness preferences which assume people are motivated to treat those who are perceived as behaving fair better than those who are not
(Rabin, 1993; Segal and Sobel, 2004; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Falk and Fischbacher, 2006). These models assume that i’s values for ρ vary with i’s perception of
player j’s intentions. Charness and Rabin (2002) model reciprocity by assuming that
θ > 0 if, in i’s perception, j has engaged in unfair behavior. This essentially assumes
that i lowers ρ by amount θ. It is important to emphasize that it is not the expectation of future material benefits that drives reciprocity. Reciprocal behavior as defined
above differs fundamentally from behavior in repeated interactions that is motivated by
future material benefits. Therefore, reciprocal behavior in one-shot interactions is often
called strong reciprocity in contrast to weak reciprocity that is motivated by long-term
self-interest in repeated interactions Fehr and Schmidt (2006:662).

3.2

Predictions transfer decisions in experiments

If farmers are assumed to have purely self-interested preferences the one-shot setting
with anonymity prescribes farmers would make no transfers. If we assume farmers make
transfers based solely on distributional preferences, which in my games’ setting represent
15

inequality aversion, i’s preferences are given by:

Ui (xj , xi ) = ρ(xj + τi ) + (1 − ρ)(xi − τi )

(2)

It follows from eq. 2 that
max Ui (xj , xi )

τi ∈[0,100]

(3)

This implies that for ρ < .5 i’s transfer, τi = 0 and for ρ > .5

τi =

xi − xj
2

(4)

If we assume farmers transfer based on both distributional and reciprocal-fairness preferences by punishing farmer j’s decision this will be observed in the experiments if θ, the
punishment parameter, is sufficient to push the weighting factor of j’s material payoff
below the .5 threshold. We therefore assume a θ of .5. This implies that punishment will
be slightly under observed in the experiments because theoretically θ can take a value
lower than .5 and prevent the weighting factor from being pushed across the threshold.
In that case there will be no change in transfer behavior observed.
The conditional strategic transfer decisions in the insurance treatments imply that
each farmer makes a minimum of two transfer decisions. If the farmer transfers based
on pure self-interest she transfers nothing in both cases. If the farmer transfers based on
solely distributional preferences she transfers the exact difference between her and farmer j
in both cases. If farmer i perceives ’not taking insurance’ as unfair behavior she transfers
0 for the conditional decision where j did not take insurance and the exact difference
between ex-post outcomes for the conditional decision where j did take insurance. If
farmer i perceives ’taking insurance’ as unfair behavior she transfers 0 for the conditional
decision where j did take insurance and the exact difference for the conditional decisions
where j did not take insurance. each farmer i which allows for disentangling transfer
motives. The predictions based on self-interested and social preferences are presented in
Figure 6.
It is further hypothesized that if farmer i is risk averse over own outcomes and has
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Figure 6: Predictions based on self-interested and social preferences

reciprocal-fairness preferences she will always punish j for not taking indemnity insurance
because indemnity insurance reduces variance of outcomes. However, index insurance
increases the expected variance of outcomes because it caries upside and downside basis
risk and therefore it is less obvious if farmer i will punish or not punish j for not taking
index insurance. This will depend on the level of risk aversion (Clarke, 2011).

4

Results

4.1

Balance and consistency

Figure 7 provides a balance test based on OLS regressions of relevant household and
farm characteristics, comparing different treatments. The balance test shows that the
treatments are balanced.
A test of the consistency of transfer decisions across similar treatments was conducted
comparing treatment T1 and T4.1; T2 and T4.2 and T3 and T4.3. If the application of
social preferences to transfer decisions is consistent within the population, there should
be no significant differences between T1 and T4.1; T2 and T4.2 and T3 and T4.3 despite
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the fact that these are conducted with a difference sample. The tests conducted are the
probabilities of farmers transferring exactly τi =

xi −xj
2 .

The tests are presented in Figure

8. There are no significant differences except for the comparison in the second column
where farmers in T4.2 are significantly less likely to transfer the exact difference than
farmers in T2.
Figure 7: Balance test

Note: Balance test: OLS regressions. Dependent variables in columns. Confidence: ***.99, **.95, *.90.
Robust standard errors with clustering at session level reported in parentheses. TLU=Tropical Livestock
Units.

4.2

Descriptives

Even though j’s insurance decisions are not part of the main analysis it is important to
note that 96% of j’s took up indemnity insurance and 92% of j’s took up index insurance.
However, farmer i’s beliefs about the likelihood that j would take up the respective insurance were also elicited, which presents a more heterogenous picture. About 40% of i’s
belief that it is ≥ 90% likely that j’s took up indemnity insurance (see figure 11) while this
percentage is only approximately 20% for index insurance (see figure 12). This suggests
that it is less obvious to i’s what j’s will do when index insurance is offered. Figure 9
presents histograms comparing the size of average transfers across T1, T2 and T3 for the
condition where j took insurance. The left side shows average transfers for the sample
where the first-stage shock occurs (A=1) while the right side shows average transfers for
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Figure 8: Consistency between treatments

x −x

Note: LPM: P r[τ = i 2 j |T r] = α + β1 T ri,S Between-subject comparison. Confidence: ***.99, **.95,
*.90. Same results for no FE, Iddir FE and +5-5 bound

the sample where there is no first-stage shock (A=0). If there is a shock both indemnity
and index insurance provide a pay-out. There are significant differences between transfers when there is no insurance (T1) versus indemnity (T2) or index insurance (T3) while
there are no significant differences between T2 and T3. If there is no first-stage shock
indemnity insurance would provide a claim payment but for index insurance there would
be no claim payment, even if j purchased the insurance, because of downside basis risk.
Figure 9 shows that the transfers in the case of indemnity insurance are significantly lower
than with no insurance or index insurance. Figure 10 presents the same histogram (blue)
but provides j’s payoff in red bars next to it. Transfers are significantly lower when j’s
payoff after insurance is higher. This pattern is consistent for all treatments except for the
case where there is no shock so no index claim payment. Even though average transfers
go up in comparison to the average transfers for no shock, transfers do not compensate
j’s low payoff due to basis risk.

4.3

Transfer motives

Based on the predictions presented in Figure 6 farmers’ transfer behavior was categorized
as representing one of the various behavioral models. Figure 13 presents the probabil-
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Figure 9: Size of transfers from i to j when j took insurance

ity of behavior fitting with a model for the indemnity and index insurance treatments
conditional on experiencing a first-stage shock. First of all it should be noted that the
probability of self-interested behavior is more likely when farmer j has not experienced
a first-stage shock. 10% of farmers transfer based on self-interested preferences when
there is no first-stage shock while near 0% does so when there is no first-stage shock. Also
farmers are more likely to transfer based on self-interested preferences when there is index
insurance (39%) versus indemnity insurance (17%). Transfers based on inequality aversion
are more likely for indemnity insurance (25%) versus index insurance (17%), even though
the difference is relatively small. This is supported by the analysis presented in Figure
14 which presents the probability of behavior coinciding with pure inequality aversion for
between subject comparison of T2 and T3 (columns 1a, 2a and 3a) and within-subject
comparison of T4.2 and T4.3 (columns 1b, 2b, 3c). Transfers reflecting inequality aversion is significantly more likely for indemnity insurance but the size of the effect, ranging
from .03 to .09, is not very large. Approximately 20% of farmers punish others for not
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Figure 10: j’s payoff and transfers from i to j

taking indemnity insurance while 15% punishes not taking up index insurance when there
is a first-stage shock but only 7% does when there is no shock. Figure 15 presents the
probability of behavior coinciding with punishment of not taking insurance. Punishment
of not taking insurance is significantly more likely for indemnity insurance at the .10 level
when T2 and T3 are compared but at the .20 level for the within-subject comparisons
for T4. This result is however predominantly driven by the states where there is no firststage shock. Figure 16 shows that this effect is especially strong when farmers are more
risk-averse.

5

Conclusion

Models assessing the complementarity of formal insurance and informal risk-sharing are
based on self-interested preferences. In this paper I show that, farmers from informal
risk-sharing arrangements, Iddir, in rural Ethiopia make transfers to peers experiencing
shocks and receiving insurance offers, by applying not only self-interested preferences but
21

Figure 11: i’s belief about likelihood that j takes indemnity insurance

also distributional and reciprocal-fairness preferences to their transfer decisions. experience shocks and receformal insurance is offered, farmers in rural Ethiopia make transfer
decisions. My experiments show that more than 92% of farmers do not transfer according
to pure self-interest. 37% of transfer behavior can be explained by either distributional
or reciprocal-fairness preferences where farmers make transfer decisions to reduce ex-post
inequality in outcomes caused by shocks to the other farmers’ income. If shocks are preceded by insurance decisions farmers are significantly more likely to punish others, by
reducing transfers, when they refrain from accepting insurance, especially when the insurance that is offered is indemnity insurance and when farmers who are making transfer
decisions are more risk averse. Farmers are significantly more likely to make transfers
based on self-interested preferences when the recipient farmers receive an offer to take up
index insurance and transfers based on distributional and reciprocal-fairness preferences
are less likely. However, the application of social preferences is still substantial.
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Figure 12: i’s belief about likelihood that j takes index insurance
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Figure 13: Consistency of behaviour with different models

Figure 14: Pr of behaviour coinciding with inequality aversion

Note: (a): LPM: P r[τ = M odel|T r] = α + β1 T ri,S ; (b): LPM:P r[τ = M odel|I] = α + β1 IS
Confidence: ***.99, **.95, *.90
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Figure 15: Pr of behaviour coinciding with punishment of I = 0

Note: (a): LPM: P r[τ = M odel|T r] = α + β1 T ri,S ; (b): LPM:P r[τ = M odel|I] = α + β1 IS Confidence:
***.99, **.95, *.90.

Figure 16: Interaction of treatment with risk preferences

Note: (b): LPM: P r[τ = M odel|T r] = α + β1 Ri,S + β2 T ri,S + β3 Ri,S T ri,S ; (c):
LPM:P r[τ = M odel|I] = α + β1 RS + β2 IS + β3 RS IS Confidence: ***.99, **.95, *.90. Risk aversion:
1=most; 6=least
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